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“The ways of God are not our ways, and the spiritual life
is almost the contrary of what we fancy it.” So declares
author Luis Martinez, the Mexican bishop and mystic
whose wise spirituality, rooted in St. John of the Cross
and St. Therese of Lisieux, shows you here how to enter
into an intense, sustained communion with God. Bishop
Martinez doesn’t offer new rules of prayer or demand
that you abandon the forms of meditation that suit you.
He simply reminds you that our God is a hidden God. To
find Him, says Martinez, we have to seek Him, but
through His ways, not ours. If we do that, the gaze of
faith will always find Him right where He hides: in the
spiritual desolation that led us wrongly to believe He was
far away. Martinez shows you how to live in the obscurity
of faith, detached both from consolations and
desolations, and why this is best for your soul. The
Christian who learns to do this leaves behind the
perturbations of the world that shake the faith of those
who don’t In the obscurity of faith, the Divine Master will
listen to you, speak to you, and instruct your soul, but
without the noise of words. Says Martinez: “Once you
know how to profit from faith and to live by faith, you will
always find God. You will have solved your problem; you
will have discovered the great secret of the interior life.”
Let these pages teach you that secret!
Everyone is controlled by something. Who is controlling
your life, you, the devil, or the Holy Spirit? The Bible says
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we are controlled by the Holy Spirit. But how can
someone know who is in control? Our flesh will always
manipulate, make demands, and pressure us to fulfill its
desires. The Holy Spirit is always gentle, meek, and
humble. He will lead and guide us in a still small voice.
By contrast, the devil's voice is sharp, hard, and
pressing. The Holy Spirit will always lead us into all truth
and bring clarity and understanding to our minds. Satan
has only one purpose: to lie, deceive and confuse us. In
THE SECRETS OF SPIRITUAL POWER, Joyce Meyer
shows you how to obey the Holy Spirit. And by doing this
you will experience spiritual power as well as love, joy,
peace, patience, kindness, goodness, gentleness,
faithfulness, and self-control.
Learn the secrets of the spiritual warrior with this martial
arts book. Survival in life, whether it's combat or
everyday living, demands that you press every
advantage—and what could be better than knowing what
an aggressor will do before he or she does it, or learning
how to make wiser life choices in order to live
harmoniously? In The Book of Six Rings, internationallyrenowned psychic medium and martial artist Jock Brocas
leads you through the process of sharpening your
intuitive senses. By learning to listen to the voice within,
you'll be able to avoid unseen dangers, discern hidden
intent, follow natural intuition, and evade attacks while
building the life that you are meant to lead—not one you
are forced to lead. This guide is for martial artists and
spiritual warriors of all types. With The Book of Six Rings
you'll learn about: The link between budo and psychic
abilities The importance of meditation in developing
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spiritual abilities How psychic development relates to
martial arts practice Intuition-strengthening tests and
exercises Real-life examples of the role of intuition in selfdefense situations The Book of Six Rings is the perfect
budo karate guide for those trying to survive life, whether
it's combat or everyday living.
Shares excerpts from the bible on living a spiritual life,
offering instruction on ten themes including eternity,
trust, grace, humility, generosity, devotion, fullness,
surrender, perseverance, and readiness. Original.
Are you everything you want to be? You came into this
life to spread your wings and live in freedom--heart,
mind, and Soul! Author Harold Klemp puts the tools of
spiritual freedom firmly in your grasp: Keys to embrace
the highest expression of who you really are Techniques
to tap into the divine Life Force for unlimited creativity
and problem solving New paradigms to reveal the power
of loving yourself, God, and all of life What would you
give for the secret of true freedom? Consider this book a
ticket to an unexpected destination--the heart of your
being. Open your wings and prepare for flight!
“This book gives you a formula for a stress-free life.” JAN SAMNA “An attempt to solve the unsolved
mysteries of life.” - STATE MEDIA “A detailed
investigation of the hidden secrets of yoga and
meditation.” - DAINIK BULAND SANDESH “This book
explains how to live a tension- free life.” - DAINIK
SAVERA The ‘SECRET’ has been hidden for ages and
made known only to a select few. Even enlightened
saints have tried to hide it. Even though this secret is
mentioned in all religious, various sects/ groups patented
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this Ultimate Truth as their own knowledge & thus
unavailable for the common men. But, the time has come
to reveal this secret. In this book, I will reveal “THE
SECRET”, based on my own experience of
‘ENLIGHTENMENT’. This book, which is the first in the
series of seven books, will guide you on this uphill task of
SELF-REALIZATION, but with easy examples that you
can relate to: like a smartphone. I promise you that at the
end of this seven-part journey, you can experience God:
THE ULTIMATE TRUTH. Precisely speaking, this book
is a complete guide for successful materialistic and
spiritual life (AWAKENING) and it can answer your all
queries.
Our actions speak of what we are, not our ideals,
thoughts, talks and plans. With the best of artificial
intelligence, smart robots are created, and with the best
of spiritual intelligence, the ideal humans are. Robots, at
their best, would only be our servants, but how about
transforming into a joy-filled leader? Your success in life
is directly proportional to the six-pack muscles of your
spiritual intelligence. Decode the secrets of SI over AI
and live an ideal life. No books or schools can teach
what experience can, and this book is ‘experience in
words’.
Describing the hidden mysteries that are contained within
each individual, the best-selling author of The Spontaneous
Fulfillment of Desire examines fifteen of these
secrets--including "Life Hurts When It Is Unreal" and "There Is
No Time But Now"--that hold the key to enlightenment,
transformation, and personal fulfillment. Reprint. 125,000 first
printing.
In this follow-up to "How to Talk with Your Angels, "
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professional channel Kim O'Neill provides simple steps to
help readers access their souls' memory banks to achieve
their life purposes, find romantic soul mates, release patterns
of destructive relationships and become happier, more
successful people.
Are you looking for ways to accelerate your spiritual path to
enlightenment? Do you want to start your journey and
awaken your spirituality? Do you want to gain the knowledge
you need in order to live the life you truly deserve? The world
is turning into a much more powerful place as more and more
people start to experience their own spiritual awakening.
Kundalini Awakening grants us an exit if we are feeling tired
and stuck; it gives us a chance to receive a higher level of
consciousness. You get to recognize and cultivate the energy
that lives inside of you that will lead you to new experiences
and knowledge you never knew you would achieve in life.
The process of awakening the Kundalini can be longer than
usual. It isn't easy, but it is worth it when you tap into the
higher levels of your life. Inside Kundalini Awakening: The
Ultimate Guide to Unlocking the Secrets of Spirituality and
Relaxation, Achieve Enhanced Intuition and Enlightenment,
Expand Mind Power and Awaken Your Third Eye, you will find
the true definition of Kundalini Awakening, a guide, and
explanation to chakras, and so much more, with chapters on:
Twin Flame Connection and Kundalini Energy What Is The
Difference Between Kundalini And Spiritual Awakening? And
so much more... This audiobook is perfect for anyone who is
a beginner who wants to discover ways to unlock enhanced
mind power and improve their lives through spiritual
exercises. Are you ready to realize your higher capabilities
and become enlightened? Grab a copy today!
** THE SPIRITUAL SECRETS OF HAPPINESS HEALTH &
SUCCESS **... When YOU discover these astonishing
Secrets you will immediately start gaining the essential
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Spiritual Power to effectively and quickly manifest into being
the wonderful life you have always dreamed of . You will join
the growing few with the ability to access the infinite power of
True Self in order to efffortlessly and effectively manifest
whatever you choose to imagine and wish for ! You can start
living a wonderful life of happiness , abundance and limitless
success . . . A worry free life full of enduring happiness ,
harmony , inner peace , true freedom , love , wealth and
health. . All you need is the practical knowledge provided for
you now in this inspirational and Universal Self Help Guide .**
THE SPIRITUAL SECRETS OF HAPPINESS HEALTH &
SUCCESS ** is a book of powerful , hidden Spiritual secrets !
Spiritual knowledge for manifesting a rich, effortless and
fulfilling life for yourself right here and now ! Read exactly how
to ask your True Self for the wonderful life you desire and let
it then start manifesting it into being for you . You will discover
within the pages of this book the secrets of life . . . The
Universal Secrets for attracting lasting inner happiness , love ,
inner peace , healing and unlimited worldly abundance that is
your true right . These are the proven spiritual secrets for
enabling you to manifest into being the wonderful and
amazing life you have always dreamed of ! Read how you
can experience lasting inner happiness , health, true freedom
and limitless success through these timeless , yet nearly lost
ancient secrets and how your life and world will then be
transformed . ** THE SPIRITUAL SECRETS OF HAPPINESS
HEALTH & SUCCESS ** is a unique Universal Self Help
guide , written from the real life experience of the author , for
accessing the infinite power of True Self for effortlessly
creating the wonderful life You truly desire !
Are you longing to have an intimate and loving relationship
with God? Have you been seeking for a way to strengthen
your faith? Do you find it hard to pray on time, or at all? Do
you sometimes feel unworthy or too imperfect for God to
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love? Whether you are on the path of Islam or just seeking to
know God, "Secrets of Divine Love" uses the language of
spirituality to transform your relationship with God, yourself,
and the world around you. Beyond offering heartfelt
perspectives on Islamic theology, "Secrets of Divine Love"
walks you through practical exercises that inspire love,
strengthen faith, and increase reliance on and intimacy with
God. By drawing upon the inspirational words of the Qur'an
and the Prophet Muhammad, delving into ancient mystical
poetry, and learning through stories from the world's greatest
spiritual masters, this book seeks to connect the heart of the
reader to God. "Secrets of Divine Love" takes you on a
journey through the mysterious nature of God and His
unconditional mercy and love for you. It then delves into who
you are and how the Qur'an can be used as a map for
manifesting your greatest potential. By unveiling the spiritual
secrets hidden in the heart of Islam's pillars, principles, and
practices, this book calls you to contemplate the divine
beauty that's embedded in every atom of existence. "Secrets
of Divine Love" reminds the reader that God's love is a
healing balm for the soul that can reignite the spark of faith
within us.
"The ways of God are not our ways and the spiritual life is
almost the contrary of what we fancy it." So declares author
Luis Martinez, the Mexican bishop and mystic whose wise
spirituality in "Secrets of the Interior Life" shows readers how
to enter into an intense, sustained communion with God.
DIVThe easy-to-use 50-day format of "Spiritual Secrets to
Weight Loss" emphasizes both the physical and spiritual
aspects of weight loss and encourages positive health habits
and long-term lifestyle changes./div
On our harsh world we often feel scattered, confused, fearful,
and alone. But we are not! At every given moment, of every
day, throughout our life, we each have our own "Team" of
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Angels, Spirits Guides, and departed loved ones. A group of
powerful and wise spirits who guide and protect us. This book
teaches you how to communicate with them! Despite the
common belief that in order for us to communicate with our
"Team" we need to be "born" a medium, we don't! Because
like myself, you too can awaken your built-in "sixth sense"
and use it to communicate with any of your own Team
members and use their power and wisdom in your life. In
"Soul Secrets," you will learn: *Each member of your Team
and their unique purpose in your life. *The different signs and
other ways in which they communicate with you. *The
necessary spiritual work that will prepare you for
communication. *The various communication techniques.
*How to communicate with them! Soul Secrets is mainly
about the Team concept but it also covers additional
important spiritual topics that will help you view your life from
the perspective of your soul and not your mind. This is an
important spiritual perspective that will change and improve
your life.
Originally published in 1925, THE GAME OF LIFE AND HOW
TO PLAY IT from which SPIRITUAL SECRETS FOR
PLAYING THE GAME OF LIFE is derived has become a
world-wide spiritual classic. Shinn explains that life is not a
battle; it is a game. LIfe is a game of giving and receiving in
which our mind is the most powerful tool we have, and it is a
tool that much be used properly in order to attain happiness
and peace. In a down-to-earth style, filled with anecdotes,
Shinn covers how to win at the game of life to achieve
prosperity, healing, forgiveness, faith, and Divine Design.
The thoughts and ideas in this book form the basis of Stuart
Wilde’s philosophy on how to develop a more liberated mindset and thus, a more carefree and delightful life. The thoughts
and essays are from his best-selling books as well as his
unpublished writings. You can just open the book anywhere
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and start reading. Usually you’ll find that the first few pages
you read will feature some helpful hints that are very relevant
to some aspect of your current life—somehow synchronicity
will always lead you to exactly what you need to know. So if
you want your spiritual concepts "short and sweet," then this
book will suit you perfectly. As Stuart says, "Any philosophy
that you can’t haul down to the bank or up to the airport ain’t
worth having!" Newly revised and updated!
Spiritual Growth and Maturity addresses an uncommon topic.
The author challenges the reader to get to the highway of
spiritual growth. The secrets of growth are revealed,
hindrances to growth are identified, while what it takes to
keep growing is revealed. In this book, you will discover the
keys to accelerated spiritual growth. You will also discover
what it takes to become too hot for the enemy to harass. It is
a must read for end-time spiritual soldiers.
An elegant rendering of the great mystic's thoughts on the
mysteries of the authentic life This is a little book about soul
freedom. It is a book about discovering the secret to all the
things we most desire: contentment, meaning, peace of mind,
and true freedom. This skillfully edited translation of
selections from the writings of Meister Eckhart provides a
roadmap to the spiritual life for contemporary seekers.
Eckhart takes us on a journey of discovery; a journey in which
we learn to let go, relinquish our need to know everything,
and lose those things that we think are important for a life of
worth. And in the end he shows us that the true secret is this:
to find yourself, you must lose yourself. Here is timeless
wisdom from a medieval mystic who has influenced a wide
range of spiritual teachers and mystics both inside and
outside the Christian tradition. Erich Fromm, Arthur
Schopenhauer, Dag Hammarskjöld, Eckhart Tolle, Richard
Rohr, D. T. Suzuki, Rudolf Steiner, and Matthew Fox have all
credited Eckhart as being an important influence on their
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thought. In addition, his work has influenced the development
of 20th-century American Buddhism and the Theosophical
tradition. Divided into five sections—Seeking the Light, Facing
Darkness, Risking Love, Knowing Nothing, and Embracing
Everything—the book leads readers on the path to an
authentic spiritual life.
I will walk you through the 5 steps to implementing the
secrets to achieve Spiritual Freedom. This is a non-religious
book focused on a holistic approach with practical view points
that can be easily incorporated in our daily lives. I created
several BONUS exercises to help you make these changes
real and transform your life from the inside out!
“If you want to discover new ways of entering the Bible, and
letting it enter you, you will find no better guide than Richard
Foster.” — Lauren F. Winner, Duke Divinity School, author of
Girl Meets God “Foster’s work is not for those readers who
are seeking quick answers or a behavioral checklist of what
the Bible says they should do. Rather, it is a deep reflective
guide to spiritual rumination and growth.” — Publishers
Weekly Richard Foster, the beloved, bestselling author of
Celebration of Discipline, Streams of Living Water, and
Prayer, shows the intimate connection between Scripture and
spirituality, revealing the secrets to living the “with-God life.”
Living Supernaturally! “But there is a God in heaven who
reveals secrets…” Daniel 2:28 Secrets of the Supernatural
Life is alive with Spirit-driven energy that will take you into a
supernatural realm you never imagined possible! Ten exciting
chapters discuss life-changing topics such as: Prophetic
Essentials Recognizing the voice of God Heaven on earth
through you Understanding the Language of the Spirit
Detecting Counterfeits Experiencing the greater works You
will learn how to engage and live a supernatural life, where
experience with God and His Kingdom is an everyday
occurrence. You will be exposed to and equipped with
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important tools including recognizing the voice of God,
Kingdom principles, encountering Jesus, and experiencing
the miraculous. The choice is yours—are you satisfied with
living a “normal” spiritual life, or are you ready to learn the
secrets of living an authentic, biblical, supernatural life?
Up to 150 Spiritual Practices, Meditations, Processes,
Methods, Introspection's & Contemplation's for Inner
Awakening Up to 50 Inspirational Spiritual Stories both
Ancient & New Up to 120 Powerful Spiritual Quotes A
complete Guide to Spiritual Awakening & Inner Freedom from
beginning to end. A step-by-step process to Self Realization
& Liberation This book is a MUST for all serious Spiritual
Seekers and those wishing to experience more joy and peace
in their life. How would you feel if you discovered that
everything you truly wanted in life was already accessible
deep within you-or that all the treasures and answers to life's
burning questions come from the discovery of who you really
are, in the depths of your being? What if you could live in the
moment without stress, worry or fear of the future, and
without pain from the past? What if you could end all internal
suffering and be at peace always? What if you could find the
key to everlasting joy and happiness? This book is a simple
and practical 'how to' guide, to instigate your own Spiritual
Awakening and your life's purpose. Within this book lie the
teachings and practices that will lead you to discover the
magic of the Secret Self within and all of the beauty and
wonder it brings. This life-changing guide will take you stepby-step through the process of Spiritual Awakening and Inner
Freedom, whilst you gain wisdom and insight about the
secrets of life, death, human nature, meditation and
happiness, leading to the ultimate discovery along the journeythat of who you really are.
Afflictions and sufferings abound today as a result of secret
poison in many lives. Some people are conscious of these
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secret destroyers in their lives while others are not. Inability to
discover and to deal with these secrets poisons have led
many to an early grave while many are going down everyday
physically and spiritually due to the presence of these things.
Any life that harbors these pollutants can never fulfill his or
her destiny. The author in this book identifies these poisons,
their sources and how to get rid of them so that you can be
what God wants you to be.
Watchman Nee experienced such a close intimacy with the
Lord that many remarkable insights into triumphant Christian
living were revealed to him by the Holy Spirit. Now these
truths are available to you so that you can have the same
kind of vibrant relationship with God. This collection of
Watchman Nee’s time-tested words of wisdom will inspire
you to... Enjoy all that is yours in Christ Know for sure that
you are saved Overcome adversity and Satan’s power
Receive guidance from the Holy Spirit Find daily strength for
daily needs See the truths of the Bible come alive Have faith
that moves mountains You will be set free from all sin and
bondage as you discover not only that Christ is your
salvation, but also that He is your sanctification. In fact, Christ
will be to you al that you need--your victory, your power, your
life. God will pour out His blessings to you in Christ. You can
receive His powerful provision today!
Stepping Outside the Secrets is a memoir/self-help book
about a psychologist's triumph over betrayals, secrets and
sexual abuse, with all their devastating consequences, and
her emergence into a life of deep spirituality and service.
This is an inspirational and practical guide for creating the
kind of true freedom we are all seeking, the freedom that
comes from knowing how to tap into a powerful inner state of
confidence, clarity, and peace, and how to protect it from all
of lifes ups and downs. With her trademark blend of wisdom,
compassion, and warmth, De Angelis shows us how we tend
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to sabotage our own search for happiness and offers
invaluable tools for building an inner center of emotional and
spiritual self-reliance. Secrets about Life Every Woman
Should Know invites the reader to discover a source of real
emotional security.
“BROKENNESS,” by Professor Fomum, is a real classic for
walking the Christian life with total abandonment to the Lord.
After the new birth, a man’s spirituality is not measured by
his capacity to preach great sermons, to cast out demons, or
to heal the sick. Such capacities could be the manifestation of
spiritual gifts, which are received from God, regardless of who
the person is. Such a person may • be totally unrecognizable
at the slightest provocation, • be selfish and self-centred, •
love sin, • hide or blame others for his mistakes and failures,
• get worried when faced with the least problem, and act
before he has prayed about it, • etc. This talks of an
unbroken life in which, unfortunately, most believers who truly
confess the name of the Lord, find themselves several years
after conversion. The purpose of God in the new creation is to
produce people who attain spiritual maturity, by quickly
attaining the stature of broken men and women. God does it
through the cross, to break and destroy the natural man and,
by the work of the Holy Spirit, to build the character of Christ
in the believer. Brokenness therefore depends on the degree
to which a person has allowed the cross and the Holy Spirit to
work in him. Taking Jacob’s life as a basis, the author shows
how one can go from the state of the natural man
(unconverted) to that of a carnal believer (unbroken), then to
that of a spiritual believer (broken); that is, a life in which the
believer belongs totally to the Lord, allows free access to God
in the minutest details of his life, no longer presents any
obstacle to God. Read this book. It will challenge you and
help you to make progress on the pathway of brokenness, to
such an extent that you will soon be able to confess with
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apostle Paul, “It is no longer I who live, but Christ who lives in
me.”
A stylish, accessible introduction to spiritual healing methods,
filled with fascinating facts and step-by-step guidance to
begin your own practice Would you like to learn how spiritual
energies influence your life? Are you interested in natural
healing methods to boost your emotional and physical wellbeing? Do you wish you could feel more in tune with the world
around you? Discover how to embrace natural and vibrational
energies with this beginner's guide to spiritual healing.
Exploring the fascinating history behind holistic healing
techniques, and providing practical advice for trying them
yourself, this book will teach you how to achieve true balance
in your life. Develop an understanding of energies in the
universe Explore natural healing methods Cultivate your own
spiritual practice
Your life is what you have made it. If you can learn from the
lessons you have created for yourself, you'll find greater
happiness, peace, and freedom from fear. The Secret of
Love, the fourteenth book of the Mahanta Transcript series, is
full of stories and practical insights from Sri Harold Klemp's
talks in 1994 to 1995 to help you expand and be stretched,
listen and be listened to, touch and be touched. Through
these small acts of love you'll find yourself--and find God.
You'll discover the secret that in giving you most receive.
How much does our perception of God really matter? Many of
us aren't conscious of our image of a "higher power." For
some of us, that unspoken image is a Judgmental Parent or
an exacting Old Man in the Sky. For others, God is an
Imaginary Friend who is there to fix problems after we create
them. David Aaron can help you discover a mature, new
understanding of God and lead you to discover the wellspring
of Divinity within you. By drawing on teachings of Kabbalah
that were secret for millennia, he helps you to reclaim the
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power you've given away to negative images of God or
passive images of yourself. These mystical secrets of
Judaism can offer reassuring guidance, meaning, and
purpose to the lives of people of all faiths. In the journey to
discovering God's secret life you will: • Awaken to your life's
deepest purpose • Delight in a deeper connection to your true
inner self, God, and others • Learn to experience God's
infinite love for you • Rise to new heights, cope with
challenges, and make courageous choices • Achieve true
peace of mind and freedom from anxiety Aaron shares these
profound ancient teachings in simple, everyday language with
a touch of wit and humor. Rich in personal stories and
anecdotes, his examples from daily life help us tap the
transformational power hidden within and illuminate the
surprising paradoxes of spiritual growth. Awakened to finally
experience a personal connection to God, we are at last able
to receive God's love unconditionally and discover our
ultimate identity, divine purpose, and true happiness.
Life is full of challenges, both big and small. Spirituality is
here to offer solutions. Over the course of his career as
physician, teacher, and bestselling author, Deepak Chopra
has received thousands of questions from people facing
every kind of challenge. They have asked how to lead more
fulfilling lives, how to overcome relationship problems and
personal obstacles. What’s the best way to deal with a
passive-aggressive friend? Can a stagnant career be jumpstarted? In a world full of distractions and stress, how does
one find time for meditation? Hidden among all of these
questions are answers waiting to be uncovered. In this
groundbreaking book, Chopra shows you how to expand your
awareness, which is the key to the confusion and conflict we
all face. “The secret is that the level of the problem is never
the level of the solution,” he writes. By rising to the level of
the solution in your own awareness, you can transform
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obstacles into opportunities. Chopra leads the reader to what
he calls “the true self,” where peace, clarity, and wisdom
serve as guides in times of crisis. For Chopra, spirituality is
primarily about consciousness, not about religious dogma or
relying on the conventional notion of God. “There is no
greater power for success and personal growth than your own
awareness.” With practical insight, Spiritual Solutions
provides the tools and strategies to enable you to meet life’s
challenges from within and to experience a sense of genuine
fulfillment and purpose.
How Does She Do It? We all know-and envy-women who
appear to live "charmed" lives. They seem to unhurriedly and
effortlessly manage the whirlwind of their busy lives with
grace and poise. Good things happen to them, and their lives
are filled with serendipity, joy, and prosperity. But it's not a
matter of luck, according to Victoria Moran; a charmed life
isn't something that happens to you-it's something you create!
In Creating a Charmed Life, Victoria Moran unveils practical,
spiritual secrets for expanding your capacity to love, know,
and experience a fuller, richer life. Her insight, humor, and
unassailable wisdom shine through each page to illuminate
the magic in all our lives. Relish the calm Create miracles
Nurture your dreams Savor simplicity Invite adventure
Nourish your spirit
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